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Abstract
Direct Manipulation is an approach to designing user interfaces, which forms the basis of Graphical User Interfaces. Despite the importance of the concept, no mathematical model of Direct Manipulation has yet been developed. This paper proposes a model of Direct Manipulation, which relates cognitive distance with user familiarity and the novel concepts of “tech bias”, “velocity” and “inertia”.
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1 Introduction
While the technology of mainstream computer-based systems has changed significantly over the last few decades, the techniques used to interact with them have remained fairly static.

Today’s Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) are, as were the original implementations, attempts to realise the ideals of Direct Manipulation (DM).

Given the importance of the concept of DM in the context of user interface (UI) design and research, it is surprising that there is no formal mathematical model of DM.

Such a model would be invaluable for optimising and evaluating UIs and in the development of techniques for bridging of the gulfs of execution and evaluation further than that which is possible with traditional GUIs; such as is intended in the research fields of Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs), Perceptual User interfaces (PUI), Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).

This paper presents a model of DM that relates cognitive distance with user familiarity and concepts of “tech bias”, “velocity” and “inertia”.

2 Directness
The sensation of increased usability and interactivity provided by a good DM user interface is known as “directness”. The components of directness are the cognitive “distance” between the user and the computer (S), and certain user-related factors (U) which interact to provide a sensation of “engagement” for the user.

The goal of a DM interface is therefore to provide the optimal sensation of directness by minimising cognitive distance and maximising engagement.

2.1 Cognitive Distance
Cognitive Distance² is a measure of the gulfs of execution and evaluation – the conceptual gap between the user’s ideas and intentions, and the way in which they are expressed to, or represented by, the system.

A large distance is representative of a large gulf of execution or evaluation, signifying that a lot of cognitive load is incurred in translating between the user’s intentions and the system’s representations, or vice versa.

That is, a large distance of execution means it is relatively difficult for the user to express their query or desires to the system, and a large distance of evaluation indicates a lot of work for the user to interpret output from the system.

![Figure 1: An overview of the various components of cognitive distance.](image-url)

A simple model of cognitive distance would be the summation of the semantic (Sxₙ) and articulatory (Sxₐ) components of both the gulf of execution (Si) and evaluation (So).

There is much research motivated by the improvement of the experience of directness by minimising cognitive distance. The field of Tangible User Interfaces seeks to bridge the gulfs of execution and evaluation by imbuing graspable objects with significance to the system.
The MIT’s tangible media group has produced many excellent examples of such work, such as in the case of “Illuminating Clay” where the user performs landscape analysis and design work by interacting with soft, putty-like substances. The geometry of this “clay” is captured in real time using a laser scanner, and the resulting analyses are displayed both on surrounding display devices and projected directly back on to the clay itself.

In 2004 Claudia Nelles conducted a comparative analysis of two approaches to authoring content for AR/VR applications. The first system, called “iaTAR”, was a fully tangible approach. The second, “Catomir”, resembled a more traditional content authoring tool such as Macromedia’s “flash” - but added the option of viewing and performing basic interactions with scenes immersively if desired.

In her conclusion, Claudia states that “[by] examining the overall outcomes for efficiency, errors and pleasurable usability [sic] observed with all participants, it would seem as if iaTAR [the tangible approach] is the more usable of the two tools. But, this conclusion is overly simplistic, and it is necessary to go into more detail to come to meaningful conclusions regarding the relative usability of both tools”.

The fact that the tangible approach should be the overall winner is to be expected – being provided the sensation of physically manipulating elements of the content being created is arguably more direct than that of engineering the content via a complicated software suite. The surprise is the need to “go into more detail to come to meaningful conclusions”. If iaTAR were the more direct and engaging interface, it should demonstrate a clear trend toward this in all tests.

But, as stated in the conclusion, this is far from the case. Despite being the overall “winner” in terms of speed, errors, intuitiveness and being fun to use; most users stated that they would still prefer to work with the traditional approach.

A similar study into immersive content authoring by Gun Lee showed similarly mixed results, and further research by Oakley Buchmann finds that an AR system for conducting geographic surveys again fails to deliver the expected usability gains.

Such results indicate that the relationship is an inequality rather than the traditionally assumed equality:

\[ S \geq S_t + S_w + S_h + S_o \]  

Consideration must therefore be given to the aspects of directness that are responsible for this inequality.

2.2 Tech Bias

Tech bias \((T)\) is a measure of how well a given device succeeds in the role for which it is intended. Mature technologies are effective at providing their intended experience and as such have a high tech bias. Conversely, less commonplace technologies often have a relatively low tech bias.

As an example, in a typical graphics workstation situation, the intended role of a modern CRT display is simply to provide a high quality 2D image. In the same situation, a mouse is intended to track the user’s hand movements. These devices are very good at fulfilling these roles – the images displayed by
modern CRTs are generally of high resolution and have many colours and a high refresh rate, and modern mice track user’s input very accurately. These devices would therefore all exhibit a very high tech bias in the role described.

In a typical AR scenario, the user may wear a head mounted display (HMD) with an LCD display for each eye and an attached camera. The system will process the view from the camera, overlaying computer generated graphics on the scene and displaying the result to the user. In this case, the HMD’s intended role is to augment the user’s perceptions and give the impression that the imagery is actually present in the “real world”. Due to the relatively bad image quality and field of view of current HMDs, this sensation is not as strong as might be hoped, meaning that in this case the HMD will exhibit a very low tech bias. On the other hand, if the intended role of the HMD was to simply provide a stereoscopic image then its tech bias would be higher – although still not as high as in the case of a CRT display displaying a 2D image.

By assigning a value $T:(0 < T < 1)$ for the tech bias of the gulfs of execution ($T_i$) and evaluation ($T_o$) we achieve the following:

$$S_i = \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_i} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$S_o = \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_o} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The minimum attainable distance is therefore determined by the semantic and articulatory components, and the degree to which it is possible to achieve this theoretical minimum is governed by the tech bias of the hardware used.

This paper uses two layers of interaction – semantic and articulatory, but other common configurations could be used\cite{4,5,6,7}.

### 2.3 User Factors

DM is a relationship between the user and the system\cite{2}. Therefore there is a need to take human factors into account. There are many user-related factors that may affect perceived distance, but the most important of these that may predictably be modelled is user experience. The user’s sense of directness will be inversely proportional to their level of experience\cite{1,2} with the system because, as users become familiar with the interface, less cognitive effort is required to express their desires\cite{2}. This is, in effect, an “acquired bridging” of the gulfs by the user.

$$U = \frac{1}{F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

### 2.4 Index of Distance

These relationships can be expressed with two indexes. The first of these is the Index of Distance ($S$), which may be used on its own to predict the distance a proposed user interface may present. In most cases the primary aim of developing an interface is to minimise distance irrespective of user experience.

$$S = \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_i} \right) + \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_o} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

### 2.5 Index of Directness

The second index is the Index of Directness ($D$), which scales the index of distance by user familiarity $F:(0 < F < 1)$.

$$D = \frac{S}{F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Which, when expanded, gives us the following:

$$D = \frac{1}{F} \times \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_i} \right) + \left( \frac{S_{io} + S_{io}}{T_o} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

This describes how direct a given user perceives a given implementation of a given user interface to be, rather than an indication of the theoretical cognitive distance between the user and the interface.

This is an important measure when dealing with a specific, specialised user scenario, where the overall directness may be more relevant than the cognitive distance alone.

### 3 Application

Due to the inherent difficulties of deriving values for coefficients in the model, evaluation of indices using this model need to be relative rather than absolute. For example, an index of directness computed for one case can be directly compared with another, only when care is taken to use the same scales, assumptions and methodology in both cases.

#### 3.1 Velocity of Mixed Distance Interfaces

In applications where the user is exposed to “mixed distance interfaces”, various elements of the interface have differing distances.

A good example is that of a recording studio application, where a part representing the most commonly performed subset of activities is implemented tangibly as a “mixing desk” using motorised “sliders”, and the remaining functionality is implemented via a traditional GUI, mouse and keyboard.
Such mixed-distance interfaces are a sensible approach to improving directness, as they allow a commonly used subset of tasks or operations to have a lessened cognitive distance without sacrificing the flexibility of a more traditional user interface for the less common tasks.

In such cases, it is useful to consider the change of distance that the user must overcome when switching focus between the interface elements. Such variations in distance within an interface can be described as “velocity”.

By taking a weighted average of the Index of Distance for each of the interface types, we can derive a single overall Index of Distance and Index of Directness for the whole interface. This in turn means the theoretically optimal “blend” of interface types can be determined using linear programming.

### 3.2 Inertia

If a user interface is significantly altered in order to improve distance, it must be determined if the gains in directness due to decreased distance are greater than the loss of directness caused by the decreased user familiarity. A small improvement in the distance of a system used by very expert users may not be enough to counter the expertise lost in changing the interface, resulting in a net loss of perceived directness to the user.

Thus, any reductions of distance in an existing user interface must be large enough to overcome the “inertia” of the users’ experience if it is to be a worthwhile improvement without requiring re-learning by the users.

For example, air traffic controllers spend a long time attaining expertise in using their systems. Because these systems are complex and because the safety of hundreds of lives relies on their effective use, there is much research on improving the user interfaces in order to reduce distance. It would be possible to engineer a new interface that greatly reduced distance using the Index of Distance; but in doing so, much of the acquired directness of the system by the controller may be lost.

In this case the index of directness should be used instead, in order to assess the improvements in light of the inertia of the controller using the system.

It is possible to argue that the primary focus should always be that of directness, as new systems may be re-learned and thus, with time, a new expertise may be joined with the decreased distance to achieve the most optimal possible usability. But consider that in some cases the user may have so much inertia that it is almost impossible to overcome.

For example, surgeons are provided important information via auditory cues during an operation, such as heart rate. Surgeons become so expert at using this system that their use of the interface is almost completely subconscious.

If the interface were re-engineered in such a way that this information was no longer provided, it could result in life-threatening performance decreases for the surgeon that are unable to be re-learned. Any replacement would in essence be a substitute, rather than a replacement, for the auditory approach.

### 4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a mathematical model for relating various aspects of Direct Manipulation in order to gain a better understanding of how to maximise perceived directness in user interfaces and design the most effective user interface.

The model introduces an “Index of Distance” and an “Index of Directness”, as well as the novel concepts of “tech bias”, “velocity”, “inertia” and a definition of “mixed user interfaces”.

The goal is to further understand how to optimise and quantitatively compare and predict user interfaces.

This model is being further researched with the development and analysis of specific case studies for ongoing verification of the relationships described, identifying values for the various coefficients of the model by isolating each factor and to determine any further contributing factors to directness.

This research is also pursuing investigations to further define values for various coefficients to enable direct comparison of the case studies used.

Initial research focuses on the formal verification and identification of the relationships described, but emphasis will be placed on mixed user interfaces and the role of velocity in UIs.
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